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HAPPY NEW YEAR
It’s time for new dreams and new
goals
Time to à bientôtMemories which cause pain.

Resolutions are fun,
Resolutions are tuff
But the joy you achieve
Is worth the effort.

Cheering a brand New start
With bucket of lists to fulfill
Make sure not to leave any
stone unturned
Or any regrets to carry forward.

Take one day at a time
Live up every moment
Keeping up is a difficult task
indeed
Just take bad and good days
equally.

With a smile in your heart
And peace in your mind
Kick start the decade
With a wondrous cascade.

-Tania Pinto

WILL ROBOTS TAKE MY JOB?
An upshot from Operations Management at Toyota and beyond..

‘Automation’,

the

best

strategy

that

people

come

up

with

whether

it

is

about

streamlining the operations process, reducing human errors, increasing efficiency,
reducing waiting time or cutting costs; the best strategy that people come up with is
Automation. But wait, hold on, did you see the stats of this upcoming trend, folks, we
are poised at the edge of a new millennium, for long which rose suspicion now is
becoming reality. Robots are here to take up your jobs!

Industries are being transformed into a world of living information systems where
manual is replaced by manmade and robots are on the payroll. For the longest time I
thought of Automation in industries providing ease to our daily routines until I saw and
realized the penetration of their existence was far beyond my mere realization.

One

such

experience

was

the

recent

Toyota

Industrial

Visit

organized

by

Graduate Business Council with support from Professor Danny Cho, to the
Toyota’s Assembly Plant at Cambridge, Ontario. While, for most of us, industrial
visits are exciting since it helps to understand all the underlying classroom
concepts when we see the gimmicks of their implementation in real time. Well, for
me it was an awakening call, while I was awestruck at the sight of entire affluent
operations management at the plant from assembly to testing to rolling out of the
finished product done by the use of technology and robotics, I was left with the
question ‘will robots take my job?’

Toyota, the exclusive Canadian distributor of Toyota, Lexus and Scion vehicles, is
well known for implementing process improvements, lean principles and various
ways of cost saving techniques by creating a roadmap for not only its competitors
but

also

other

industries.

Its

state-of-the-art

assembly

plant

at

Cambridge

employs efficient production engineering innovations alongside efficient supply
chain management techniques. For most of the industries today, more than 60%
of cost of goods sold are related to supply chain costs. Hence, supply chain plays a
major role in improving the bottom line of an organization. “It is therefore
crucial to achieve this trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness” says Arun
Dharmalingam. Toyota demonstrates an effective power-play with their enhanced
integration
management

of

Information

giving

an

Systems

insight

to

into

the

Operations

future

and

aspirations

supply

from

the

chain

field

of

Operations where I am keen to land up in.

So even-though Automation revolution has set afoot, is it possible to get ahead of
the game and keep your skills relevant to the current industrial requirements?
That’s a long underlying debate, the implications of which will decide our future.

Jed Kolko says, “It’s always easier to imagine the jobs that exist today and might
be destroyed than it is to imagine the jobs that don’t exist today and might be
created”. Accompanied with restructured jobs there is a whole new world of
possibilities yet to open up.

Personal tip: pay close attention to enhancing those soft skills, those are the ones
Artificial Intelligence can’t reproduce.

-Fatema Sadriwala

THE BLUE SHIP
Are those clouds above your head?
Blood-shot eyes that look so red
Welcome aboard the vast Blue Ship
Please let your tears run and drip

Know that here you’re not alone
Healing skills are what we hone
Welcome aboard the vast Blue Ship
Let your emotions free and flip

Shadows underneath your eyes
We hear all your unheard cries
Welcome aboard the vast Blue Ship
Mind those rails and don’t you trip

The sun will shine and drive the clouds
So far away in leaps and bounds
Welcome aboard the vast Blue Ship
Trust me we’ll never let you slip
The greener shore’s within the sight
Let your wings soar, win the fight
It’s time to leave the vast Blue Ship
Don’t lose that smile upon your lip

BHAVISHYA NAIDU

WOOL GATHERING
Written by Bhavishya Naidu

As I was woolgathering one day, I started to wonder why the

“I wonder if I’d make a friend for life if I go talk to that person right

expression “curiosity killed the cat” came into existence. Conveyed in

now. I wonder if nuclear fusion energy will be a worldwide reality in

a metaphorical sense, it carries an implication that one must refrain

my lifetime. I wonder if I should apply for that job. I wonder if I should

themselves from getting curious about things in general. However, all

take up ice-skating as a hobby. I wonder if they’d like a postcard from

the greatest ideas of this world have one thing in common. They all

Canada. I wonder if I should adopt two dogs and one cat or one dog

had their genesis in ‘me’, in ‘curiosity’. While everyone’s busy failing to

and two cats. I wonder how big my carbon footprint is.” These are just

keep up with their new year resolutions yet again, I’m here to act on

some of the burning questions from various facets of your life

my one and only resolution: “Change the way humans perceive me.”

stemming from curiosity.

Allow me to dispel any preconceived notions that you might have
about me killing cats.

Have you humans ever wondered what life would be like if I didn’t
exist? Two words: ‘not good’. Here’s a new year resolution challenge

ther than fueling the birth of new ideas every single moment, I fuel life

for you. Try acting on one curious thought of yours every day and see

itself. My presence is hidden but evident in your everyday lives.

the kind of difference it brings to your life.

Humans have a way of living life on a “What If” basis on a subconscious
level. Every decision you make and every action you take ultimately is

It’s already the end of the decade and if there’s one advice for this new

a result of your own curiosity wanting to find out the results IF you

year that I’d like to give all the humans out there is to stop

did or didn’t do something.

woolgathering more than necessary and just make a difference in this
world. Be more curious this new year and fill the world with even
brighter ideas.

"STOP WOOLGATHERING MORE THAN NECESESSARY
AND JUST MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD"

Send your contributions of articles,
poems, recepies, photographs, or
any other creative work for the
monthly newsletter to
president@goodmangbc.com

